
Zephyr Point is excited to welcome 27
young adults to join the 2023 Summer
Staff! By Friday, June 9th, all of the
Summer Staff will be moved into on-
site housing and ready to officially
begin Orientation Week. Orientation
week (O-week) is the jumpstart to all
things summer programs. The week is
full of intense training including Mental
Health First Aid, Social Emotional
Learning, Crisis  Management,
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 CPR/First Aid and more. Beyond all the necessary training for
camp, staff begin to connect as a community by spending
intentional time getting to know one another and enjoying their
new home on the lake. Summer Staff is the critical piece that
allows Zephyr Point to offer camp to hundreds of young people
each summer. The staff itself is a group of impressive young
adults that Zephyr Point seeks to offer professional, emotional,
spiritual, and relational development throughout their time with
us. O-week is truly the start of a Summer to remember for 27
young adults. 

Sara Tillema, Director of Programs 

Summer Staff Arrives Soon!



We still need one more Lifeguard!

As close as O-week is, we are still looking for just one more lifeguard
to join the team. Although the timeline is tight, we still believe there
may be one more young person for whom a summer spent outside,
with friends and working a meaningful job might be exactly what they
need. If you know anyone still looking for their summer plans, who
either has their lifeguard certification or would be able to come and
complete the cert with us ahead of time please invite them to apply or
reach out at programs@zephyrpoint.org or call 775-588-6759 ext.
113.

Kelsey Jones
Activities Coordinator
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Licensed Nurses are invited to share their specialized skills by
joining the Zephyr Point camp team this summer. Volunteer Camp
Nurses are an absolutely vital part of the camp experience. Zephyr
Point campers range in age from 6-17, and the Camp Nurse acts
not only as a first responder in the case of emergencies, but offers
care for minor injuries such as cuts, scrapes, and bruises and
distribution of prescription medications. Most of our campers are
elementary-aged, so Camp Nurses tend to offer lots of emotional
support and Band-Aids! We can’t wait to welcome you to the ZP
Camp family! (Note: Room/board is provided for all volunteer
camp nurses). For questions, reach out to the Programs
Department at programs@zephyrpoint.org

 We are looking to accept
up to 8 individuals who are
licensed nurses. We prefer

nurses who have either had
specific pediatric patient

experience or have worked
with youth in other settings.

Want to volunteer as a Camp Nurse this summer?

Who can volunteer:
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